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BISHOP BRIAN TAMAKI
Over the past weekend, during Labour’s Congress, it was declared that Jacinda is this nation’s Saviour!
This is the very reason all true hot-blooded Kiwis must decide at this election to Rise-Up!
Join us this Saturday 11th July for our massive ‘LET’S GET NZ BACK’ march up Queen Street and join our
‘Declaration from a Nation’ stating that unless we make a change, New Zealand is heading for a
disastrous three years if a Labour/Greens/NZ First government get total power!
Our Freedoms and Rights have been systematically abused and removed under this government.
Labour and its cohorts have a Marxist, socialist, communist agenda. This government want to control
us by removing our freedoms and rights. Adding to this, during COVID-19 lockdown, tens of thousands
have lost jobs, families left in fear and uncertainty, and our economy is in unthinkable debt.
Jacinda has not been our Saviour, she has been our Enslaver!
Now is not the time to stay silent! Your voice matters and your presence even more so at this STAND
FOR OUR FREEDOMS. Together we can make a difference. These are radical days, therefore a radical
response is required. Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern is not this nation’s Saviour and never will be but
only You can change that!
Let’s rise to this most precarious moment in the history of our nation. Let’s not let our war heroes
down who died for God, King and Country. They did not die for Jacinda’s socialist Marxist New Zealand,
but instead, as our National Anthem says...“God Defend our Freeland...”
This is a call to all Māori and Pacific Leaders and peoples. We cannot vote any longer for Labour. It’s
time for us to leave the plantation.
This is a call to all Christian leaders and people of faith. We cannot allow our country’s faith to be stolen
away from us by those who are against our beliefs.
This is a call to every true hard-working Kiwi. We need to protect our Kiwi way of life!
If we don’t do something, things will only get worse from this point forward:

•

It is predicted there is another lockdown heading our way New
Zealand…another level four sometime in August is planned.

•

Our remaining freedoms and rights will fail when we most need them. The Enforcement Squad
will be activated to enforce Marshall Law on us.

•

Our two main political parties, Labour and National, have been compromised by Chinese
connections, jeopardising our countries stability and future.

If we don’t protect our freedoms and rights, who will?
The only hope is our vote!
Join ManUp New Zealand and other organisations on the frontline…standing for our freedoms this
Saturday:
LET’S GET NZ BACK March
Saturday 11th July 2020 - 1pm
Assemble at Fort Street to march!
Final Destination: Aotea Square, Auckland CBD
Event Contact: Caine Warren 027 242 2463

